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Further Reach
are no longer at the stage of creating more clients. This is the point when you need to
move one step further.
Now’s the time to increase your reach.
Let me tell you a bit about one of the authors we are fortunate enough to have as
part of Evercoach. Her name is Gina DeVee. She is a very high end coach. That’s not
how her story started though. Gina started out as a coach who helped individuals and
businesses, one conversation at a time.
She soon realized that even though she loved the fact that she was helping a lot of
people, she was still limited by the number of hours in a day. She didn’t want to settle.
Gina went on and built a whole strategy on how she could attract more people to her
Facebook list, her email list…and so on and so forth.
Now Gina works with over 60,000 women from across the world. She is featured at
events, in magazines and published by A-List publishers like Mindvalley.
It all happened because Gina increased her reach. While you are work on building
your practice, I want you to be mindful of increasing your reach in the coming months
and years.
And this is just the exercise for that.

When will I be ready
to go big…
Being able to work with clients on a one-on-one basis is amazing. So is working with
clients in a group setting, intensives, events and masterminds. There is power in serv
ing more people. To be able to go beyond what may seem to be our reach.

enough for you to invest time in building your reach?
Write that number below. Also write anything else you think you need before you feel
ready to go big.

-

How I like to
communicate…
Most coaches make the mistake of following the herd. Or get extremely overwhelmed
by the number of opportunities that are available out there. The constant cacophony
of the latest email strategies, must-follow social media rules plus all the other tips and
techniques can be very overwhelming.

is powerful. Choose a communication medium that will channel that power.
Do you feel comfortable connecting via video, text or audio? None of these are wrong.
They are a matter of personal choice. Based on the medium, choose the one you’d
like to be active on. Will it be YouTube, Email, Facebook… or something else?
Pick one and then stick with it. Don’t fall for the latest gimmick. These trends never
last. Your message, your voice, your channel will. Be consistent on it. Be true to it. It will
give you better results.
So, how do you like to communicate? Write your preference below.

The Communication
Map
map that allows us to bring it all together. Overall you need just three things to in
crease your reach so you can introduce more people to your work.

-

The three things are
a.) Website
b.) Your Medium
c.) Your Channel
A sample map may look something like this:
New Video Every Tuesday —> Posted on Facebook —> Leading to website
Draw out a few sample maps so you can see various possibilities. Make it as specif
ic as possible. For example, which day of the week is “video day”, how often will you
share it etc.

-

Awesome!
We are done for today and you did great! Now keep this document somewhere safe,
where you can refer to it whenever you need it.

Realisations that you would have had at this point.
• Building reach is very important and you must think about it seriously, as your
practice grows
• Technology may get in the way but with only three assets to manage, it will be
less daunting
• There is no urgency to increase your reach. Do it when it feels right
• Your message will go beyond the few you get to interact with

That’s the last lesson in this series. But the journey does not end here. You will still be
on our email list and we will continue to send you amazing trainings, programs, events
that will transform your coaching business.
You can also reach us at:

support@evercoach.com

You can learn about our products at:
You can follow Evercoach at:
You can follow me at:

http://evercoach.com/products

